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Sunroom installation can be done on a do-it-yourself basis, thanks to the wide variety of sunroom
kits in the market. However, there are many pitfalls in a DIY installation of a sunroom in your home,
which can outweigh the affordable costs of the kit in the first place. For example, the sunroom may
not be energy-efficient especially during uncharacteristically warmer or colder months.

Professional Installation: The Best Option

We then suggest professional sunroom installation wherein every aspect is performed by experts in
construction of these specialized additions to residential homes. You, as the homeowner, can just
sit back and relax while waiting for the sunroom to be finished although your input will also be
essential in the final results. For example, you will be asked on matters affecting your personal
preferences in sunrooms such as shape, size and decorative elements.

With professional sunroom installation, you can enjoy these benefits:

â€¢ Property Survey

The rules and regulations concerning the installation of sunrooms vary from one jurisdiction to the
next, not to mention that these government policies may be too technical for average homeowners
to understand. The professionals of Weather Tamer can provide expert assistance on determining
whether you live in an area where sunrooms are allowed and, if so, what the applicable buildings
codes are for your own sunroom. You will then be provided with assistance on the required
paperwork.

â€¢ Customized Sunroom Design

You can then discuss with the professional team the nitty-gritty details of the sunroom installation
starting with its customized design. You may even ask for quotations on sunrooms that take your
fancy so that you can choose the one that suits your budget for the structure. Be sure to work
closely with the team because any addition to the final plans will affect the total pricing, among other
aspects of the sunroom installation.

â€¢ Professional Installation

The best Sunroom dealers like Weather Tamer only use their own experienced, bonded and insured
employees to perform the work from start to finish. Sub-contracting is a good option but there are
several inherent demerits with such an arrangement (i.e., Weather Tamer cannot vouch for the
quality of services rendered by the sub-contractors).

With these professionals building your sunroom, you should have your vision of the ideal sunroom
for your home installed in substantially less time than if you installed it yourself, not to mention with
better results, too. Plus, you have Weather Tamerâ€™s 30-year limited warranty on your sunroom.

Going About Hiring Professionals

When hiring the professionals from the Weather Tamer team, we suggest exercising the same
caution as you would when hiring professionals from other companies. Keep in mind that Sunroom
Installation is an intensive process requiring a substantial amount of time. You must communicate
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with professionals in the team and, hence, you must be able to work with them in a harmonious
manner.

If possible, ask the company for a short interview with the team members who will be assigned to
work on the sunroom installation in your home. You will be able to determine how well the team
members can respond to your inputs, suggestions and concerns, if any. Besides, these individuals
will be in your home so it pays to know them even on a first-name basis only.
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Weather Tamer - About Author:
Weather Tamer installed thousands of top-quality a Home Windows , custom windows,
sunrooms,solarium, vinyl siding, gutter protection systems, a Picture Windows, metal and shingle
roofing to homeowners and contractors in eastern Tennessee, Northern Georgia, and western North
Carolina.For Home Improvement solutions visit our website www.weathertamer.com
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